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The Moduli RF Spectrometer Equipment

The equipment involved is as follows:
1. Moduli Acquisition Box
2. Antenna
3. 2x SMA connector
4. Barrel – Barrel connector
5. 24V Power supply
6. USB cable

Download the latest octiv software from:

https://impedans.com/resources
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The Moduli RF Spectrometer Antenna Connections

Using the SMA cables (3) connect the V ports on the 
Antenna (2) and the moduli acquisition box (1)

Do the same for the current ports

Connect the power port on the antenna to the power 
out on the moduli acquisition box using the barrel-
barrel connector (4) 

Connect the power supply (5) to the top right barrel 
port on the moduli acquisition box (if you plug it in to 
the power out port you will fry the board)

Connect the usb cable (6) to the usb port on the moduli 
acquisition box to the computer
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Connection Troubleshooting

If after setting up the hardware the sensor does not automatically connect to the software then the most likely cause 
is that the Octiv driver didn’t install properly. The following steps detail how to solve this problem:

Usually when the sensor refuses to connect to the software it's because the Octiv driver didn't install correctly. This is 
how to manually install the driver

- Close the Octiv software, plug in the Octiv Sensor via USB
- In Windows, go to Device Manager
- In the USB section, there should be an Octiv USB detected, possibly with a warning sign
- Right click, select "Update Driver". Select "Browse PC for Driver"
- Go to C -> Program Files (x86) -> Impedans -> Octiv -> Octiv Drivers and then press OK.
- Windows will now install the driver
- At this point, unplug and replug in the sensor. Start the Octiv SW. It should connect and be good to go!

The driver must be installed before trying to connect the sensor via Ethernet. So use the USB connection to confirm 
everything is good first!
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Setting up the Time Trend Page

The Time Trend page will be the main data collection page for this trial.

1. Choose the frequency, and choose 15 harmonics from the dropdown menu
2. Set the Sample Rate to 0.1 (10 Hz) and leave the Scan Duration blank (continuous monitoring)
3. Set an autosave location (see next slide) and an automatically generated file name
4. Displays the selected parameters for the current frequency. Those shown here are good recommendations for 

those to be used post-match (see next slide)
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Selecting Parameters

Under ‘File’ and ‘Display Options’ you can select what parameters are monitored in the parameter view. 

The recommended Settings are ‘Voltage’, ‘Current’, ‘Phase’, Frequency ‘ and ‘Harmonic Phase’

The parameters that are exported to the csv are also selected as well as the delimiter used in the csv file. 
Note for European customers the comma (,) should not be used as this will cause a conflict with your use of the 
comma for decimals
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Quick Scan

Initially it is suggested that a few manual scans are taken in order to find what is the typical signal level for a given 
process.

This is done By clicking ‘Start Scan’ at which point the data should start accumulating (and the ‘Start’ Scan’ button 
becomes greyed out but making the ‘Stop Scan’ button is activated). 

The data accumulation can then be stopped by clicking ‘Stop Scan’. The data can then be saved using the ‘Save File’ 
button.
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Plotting Parameters

When running a scan you can change what parameters are currently being plotted by clicking on the circle next to the 
parameter and then selecting which harmonic (depending on which parameter is selected) you wish to plot.

Multiple parameters can be plotted simultaneously as shown above
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Setting  up the Autosave function

Double click on the black circle beside Autosave to set the autosave directory. This should not be the default location, 
but instead somewhere like MyDocuments or the Desktop, where admin rights are not needed to save a file.

For the “Autosave File Name”, click Set and double click on “<fulldate>”. This will save all files with the date and time 
that the process started.

If you will be running multiple sensors then you can distinguish the different saved files by including the ‘serial’ 
number in the saved file name.
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Autostart for 24/7 Monitoring

For continuous (24/7) monitoring of a chamber the ‘Autostart’ feature should be used. This continuously monitors the 
chosen Frequency’s trigger (Voltage, Current or Power) until the Threshold value is reached. 

All parameters are then monitored until either the signal falls below the second threshold value or for a fixed period of 
time depending on if ‘Stop Threshold’ or ‘Duration’ is selected. ‘Duration’ should be selected if the process is going to 
more than several hours.

The software then saves all the parameters and waits for the next event (trigger going above the threshold). If this 
occurs within the ‘Time after hitting Stop Threshold’ then it will continue monitoring and save them as one file. This is 
to allow for multi-step processes or for plasma fluctuations that cause the trigger to change dramatically.
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Connecting to the Sensor via Ethernet

If connecting to the Sensor via Ethernet, first you should give the sensor a static 
IP address using the “OctivIpConfig” program that comes bundled with the 
software (Note this is done over USB and the Octiv software itself cannot be 
open). 

Once the IP address, Netmask, Gateway and DNS have been input, click the 
‘Send Configuration to Sensor’ button. After a few second ‘Memory successfully 
written’ should come up in the bottom corner. 

The IP address, Netmask etc will be determined by if you are connecting directly 
to your laptop or over your local network.

At this point the sensor needs to be power cycled (unplug the power cable and 
plug it back in). 
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Connecting to the Sensor via Ethernet

In the Octiv software click ‘Sensors’ then ‘Manage’ to open the ‘Sensors Hub’ page. This page shows you all sensors 
you are currently connected to and allows you to connect to your sensors via ethernet.

Input the IP address that you previously sent the sensor in the box beside ‘Please Input URL of sensor:’ and click 
‘Connect’
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Connecting to the Sensor via Ethernet

Once you have connected to the sensor the sensors Serial Number and Network IP address is shown. Multiple sensors 
can be connect via Ethernet once you have their IP addresses.

If connecting via USB, the sensor should automatically be picked up by the software in which case the ‘Sensors Hub’ 
page will show it as ‘Local Sensor’ under the Network IP address

If the sensor is not able to be detected (network is down/sensor is powered off) then 
the sensor will come up as ‘unavailable’ – which can be removed by clicking on the sensor then the ‘Remove Button’
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Troubleshooting

If you encounter any problems please contact: support@impedans.com

Ensure to remove any shielding from the windows in order for the Antenna to pick up the signal from the plasma

If an signal cannot be obtained from a window on the chamber – try inside the matchbox or on the matchbox fans.

If it is still difficult to obtain a signal then the antenna can be disassembled and reassembled rotated by 180 Degrees to 
improve the signal level on one channel.

Ensure to use the ‘Auto-lock’ function rather than the Voltage or Current lock.

mailto:support@impedans.com
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Impedans Ltd
Chase House, City Junction Business Park, Northern Cross,

Dublin 17, D17 AK63, Ireland

Ph:  +353 1 842 8826
Fax: +353 1 871 2282

Web:  www.impedans.com
Email: support@impedans.com
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